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rpt forced his way through and 3osiah was killed.

(Question) When it comes to archeology it is very d±fkit different from

ether archeologist ,I know. Y6U ask what he would say. Dr. Aibright is a

man trined in the higher critlEism with a background of beliefs in the radical

theories. His father was a methodist missionary in South America and. he was

brought up in a very orthodox conservative family. While in his/Itraining he

departed eRgZyg entirely from that, since that time he has rejoiced greatl4r to find

evidences that his father wasn't such an old fool after all and that there ar

a lot of true things in the Bible. Conequently.thvery time that Dr.xtAlbright

that looks to him as if there is an accuracy in the Bib e he proclaims

it to the high heaven. When he finds something that he considers an __

inaccuracy in the Bible he may speak of it in a low tone but he wasn't say much

in a public hearing. You ask what Dr. Albright would say. I think it might be tht

he would take the views that the Scripture was correct on it and At be would

say he wouldn't say much about it. iat is the general attitude which he would

take on it. Don't let that mislead you into thinking that he accepts the entire

Scripture.because does accept the higher criticism. He was recently accused of

not believing ii the theory of evolution. He was very indignant at that id wrote
to,6.~I

a footnote to ctiffert points in his writing where anybody can see that

I believe in evolution. But he has made such statement s so strongly in favor of

different sections o± the Bible that he is accused of this terrible crime of ot

elievflg in evolution and he finds it nedessary to defend himself on it.

Dr. bright is a very careful scholar and a vcry fine student of archeology.

Mice all critical scholars he claims to fill in with imagine at places where there

are not sufficient facts. Well, I shouldn't say critic-1 scholar; I should say

like most scholars of any viewpoint. You find, most conservative xkz scholars

too, who don't have evidence' make a theory and then say that that is the correct

interpretation. The trouble is that the person who is not trained in the field
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